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Abstract
Background: Non-coding RNA (ncRNA) genes do not encode proteins but produce functional RNA
molecules that play crucial roles in many key biological processes. Recent genome-wide transcriptional
profiling studies using tiling arrays in organisms such as human and Arabidopsis have revealed a great number
of transcripts, a large portion of which have little or no capability to encode proteins. This unexpected
finding suggests that the currently known repertoire of ncRNAs may only represent a small fraction of
ncRNAs of the organisms. Thus, efficient and effective prediction of ncRNAs has become an important task
in bioinformatics in recent years. Among the available computational methods, the comparative genomic
approach seems to be the most powerful to detect ncRNAs. The recent completion of the sequencing of
several major plant genomes has made the approach possible for plants.

Results: We have developed a pipeline to predict novel ncRNAs in the Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana)
genome. It starts by comparing the expressed intergenic regions of Arabidopsis as provided in two whole-
genome high-density oligo-probe arrays from the literature with the intergenic nucleotide sequences of all
completely sequenced plant genomes including rice (Oryza sativa), poplar (Populus trichocarpa), grape (Vitis
vinifera), and papaya (Carica papaya). By using multiple sequence alignment, a popular ncRNA prediction
program (RNAz), wet-bench experimental validation, protein-coding potential analysis, and stringent
screening against various ncRNA databases, the pipeline resulted in 16 families of novel ncRNAs (with a
total of 21 ncRNAs).

Conclusion: In this paper, we undertake a genome-wide search for novel ncRNAs in the genome of
Arabidopsis by a comparative genomics approach. The identified novel ncRNAs are evolutionarily conserved
between Arabidopsis and other recently sequenced plants, and may conduct interesting novel biological
functions.
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Background
Since the genome of Arabidopsis thaliana has been
sequenced, a wide range of plant-specific genes as well as
genes with homologs in non-plant species have been
identified. The annotated genes encode either proteins or
non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), i.e., RNAs that function by
means other than directing the production of proteins.
Besides the known gene regions, there are still large areas
in the Arabidopsis genome that remain unannotated.
Within the unannotated regions may reside as yet undis-
covered ncRNAs.

ncRNAs are known to play crucial roles in many key bio-
logical processes as structural components of ribonucleo-
protein complexes, as sequence-specific guides, or as
enzymes. Classic examples of ncRNAs include the RNA
component of the signal recognition particle (SRP_RNA)
that directs subcellular protein transport, small nuclear
RNAs (snRNAs) that act in splicing, tRNAs and rRNAs that
function in translation, small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs)
that direct RNA modifications, the telomerase RNA that
acts in telomere maintenance, and the RNA component in
PTEFb involved in transcription elongation. In recent
years, small RNAs consisting of 21 to 30 nucleotides have
been uncovered in plants and animals and found to serve
as sequence-specific guides in transcriptional and post-
transcriptional control of gene expression.

While the above-mentioned ncRNAs are found in diverse
organisms such as plants and animals, some lineage-spe-
cific ncRNAs with key biological functions have also been
uncovered. One example is the Xist RNA that is crucial in
the silencing of the inactive X chromosome in mammals.
Xist is involved in recruiting the polycomb group proteins
(PcG), which lead to trimethylation of histone H3 lysine
27 (H3K27) to result in heterochromatin formation [1].
Long ncRNAs mediating epigenetic chromatin modifica-
tions may be a general theme in metazoans. A recent study
identified numerous ncRNAs from the HOX loci in
humans and showed that an ncRNA named HOTAIR
represses the transcription of the target HOXD locus in
trans through H3K27 trimethylation [2].

Recent genome-wide transcriptional profiling studies with
tiling arrays in human and in Arabidopsis revealed that an
unexpectedly large portion of the genome gives rise to
transcripts [3-5]. Although not all transcripts may prove to
be functional, this unexpected finding suggests that the
currently known repertoire of ncRNAs may only represent
a small fraction of ncRNAs of the organisms. In fact, it is
not surprising that our knowledge of ncRNAs is quite lim-
ited. The lack of well-defined sequence characteristics of
ncRNAs (as opposed to those of protein-coding mRNAs)
makes it hard to infer ncRNAs directly from genomic
sequences. As a result, the annotation of ncRNA genes has

lagged behind that of protein-coding genes. Moreover, the
lack of homology between ncRNAs from plants and those
from other types of organisms prevents homology-based
ncRNA discovery. Studies on plant ncRNAs have mainly
been focused on microRNAs (miRNAs) and several kinds
of structural RNAs. Little is known about ncRNAs other
than miRNAs and the ones with homologs in animals or
yeast. A study in 2001 examined expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) from Arabidopsis for the lack of long opening read-
ing frames and identified 19 potential ncRNAs [6]. None
of them have homologs in animals, suggesting that plants
have their own complement of ncRNAs in addition to the
ones that are conserved in all eukaryotes [6,7].

The identification of ncRNAs has been pursued exten-
sively in the bioinformatics community in recent years. A
number of ncRNA databases have been created, such as
Rfam [8] that contains a large number of ncRNA families,
miRBase [9] for microRNAs, and the plant snoRNA data-
base [10]. Since many ncRNAs have conserved secondary
structures, most of the computational methods for pre-
dicting ncRNAs make use of secondary structure informa-
tion. Covariance model [11] and context-sensitive HMMs
[12] are two popular methods for ncRNA identification.
But, they search for ncRNAs based on pre-defined models
of known ncRNA families and are thus not designed to
find novel ncRNAs. There are other methods for detecting
ncRNAs within a single genome that could potentially
find novel ncRNAs. Will et al. inferred ncRNA families by
means of genome-scale structure-based clustering in the
Ciona intestinalis genome [13]. They found some clusters
that could represent candidates of novel ncRNA classes.
Adai et al. predicted miRNAs using a target-based method
that can find specific miRNAs unique in Arabidopsis [14].
Compared with the methods based on a single genome,
homology-based prediction of ncRNAs using multiple
genomes is more widely used, because many important
ncRNAs are expected to be conserved in certain genomes.
The comparative genomics approach has been success-
fully applied to identify novel ncRNAs in several groups of
organisms including animals [5,15], yeast [16], and bacte-
ria [17-19]. However, the approach has not been applied
to plants on a genome scale before because the number of
completely sequenced plant genomes was limited.

In addition to Arabidopsis and rice (Oryza sativa), three
other plant genomes have been completely sequenced
recently including poplar (Populus trichocarpa), grape (Vitis
vinifera), and papaya (Carica papaya). This new rapid
increase of information makes it possible to conduct a
genome-wide search for plant ncRNAs using the compar-
ative genomics approach. In this paper, we develop a com-
putational pipeline to predict novel ncRNAs in Arabidopsis
following the comparative genomics approach. We com-
bine a number of information sources including tiling
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array expression data, sequence homology between Arabi-
dopsis and other recently sequenced plant genomes, and
RNA secondary structure stability and conservation (as
used in RNAz, which is a popular ncRNA prediction pro-
gram). The putative ncRNAs are then validated using wet-
bench experiments (for expression), compared with the
known ncRNAs in various ncRNA databases (for novelty),
and examined for their protein-coding potentials. The
analysis resulted in a total of 16 families of novel ncRNAs
(consisting of 21 ncRNAs). These ncRNAs may possess
novel functions and play roles in some important biolog-
ical processes in plants.

Results
Prediction of ncRNAs in Arabidopsis
At the time when the project was initiated, only the com-
plete genomes of Arabidopsis, rice and poplar were availa-
ble. Our initial analysis was thus based on this triplet of
genomes, abbreviated as ARP. Later on, the complete
grape genome became available, and we decided to ana-
lyze the triplet Arabidopsis, grape and poplar (AGP) and
then took the intersection of its result with that of ARP. An
advantage of this approach (as opposed to combining all
four genomes together) is that it allows us to also identify
ncRNAs that are conserved in a triplet but not in all four
genomes. During the preparation of this manuscript, the
papaya genome was completed. Since poplar is common
to both triplets ARP and AGP, we analyzed another triplet
Arabidopsis, papaya and poplar (APP) and used its result to
double check those of ARP and AGP. Note that, since
papaya is the closest to Arabidopsis evolutionarily among
the four genomes (followed by grape and poplar, with rice
being the farthest), the putative ncRNAs from ARP and
AGP are likely to be also in the result of APP.

Each above triplet of plant genomes is analyzed by our
computational pipeline independently as follows. The
transcribed non-coding regions (TNRs) of Arabidopsis are
collected from tiling array experiments and their counter-
parts in the intergenic regions of each of the other two
plant genomes in the triplet are searched for separately
using BLASTN. The search results in many local pairwise
alignments (high scoring pairs, or HSPs). Two HSPs over-
lap on the Arabidopsis genome are combined and extended
to make a multiple sequence alignment, which is then
refined using ClustalW. Finally, the multiple alignments
are fed to RNAz to predict candidate ncRNAs. The details
of the pipeline will be given in the Materials and Methods
section.

We conducted two predictions, based on two different
sources of tiling array data. The result of the first predic-
tion, called group I ncRNAs, was obtained using the whole
genome tiling array data reported in Yamada et al. [3] and
the result of the second prediction, called group II

ncRNAs, was obtained using the supplementary tiling
array data when certain subunits of the exosome were
depleted [20]. The numbers of predicted ncRNAs in
groups I and II are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

In group I, a total of 297 Arabidopsis ncRNAs were pre-
dicted for ARP and 1157 ncRNAs were predicted for AGP.
The intersection of these two results yields 179 putative
ncRNAs, which are more likely to be true ncRNAs than
those predicted from each individual triplet. The distribu-
tion of these numbers in the five chromosomes of Arabi-
dopsis is shown in Table 1. In the tiling array experiment
used in group II, three exosome subunits, RRP4, RRP41
and CSL42, were depleted independently, which gave rise
to three different ncRNA predictions. We list them sepa-
rately in Table 2. Since the prediction results of the three

Table 2: Group II result. The three filtration steps are the same 
as in Table 1.

Chromosome
1 2 3 4 5 Total

rrp4 ARP 17 2 28 40 33 120
AGP 19 2 495 54 235 805

AGRP 14 2 20 25 24 85
rrp41 ARP 8 0 28 12 14 62

AGP 11 0 490 22 225 748
AGRP 6 0 20 6 14 46

csl42 ARP 6 2 32 12 14 66
AGP 9 2 482 25 224 742

AGRP 6 2 22 2 13 45
Total ARP 17 4 32 43 41 137

AGP 19 4 500 57 239 819
AGRP 14 4 22 27 33 100

Filter 1 6 2 22 12 33 75
Filter 2 5 1 22 10 30 68
Filter 3 0 0 4 0 18 22

Table 1: Group I result. ARGP stands for the intersection of ARP 
and AGP.

Chromosome
1 2 3 4 5 Total

ARP 54 68 107 17 51 297
AGP 106 111 639 48 253 1157
ARGP 38 36 68 7 30 179

Filter 1 4 13 10 0 11 38
Filter 2 4 13 9 0 8 34
Filter 3 4 9 5 0 5 27

The row of Filter 1 shows the numbers of predicted ncRNAs that 
exist in TAIR8 intergenic regions. The row of Filter 2 shows the 
numbers of putative ncRNAs that do not exist in ncRNA databases. 
The row of Filter 3 shows the numbers of candidate novel ncRNAs 
that cannot be classified by Rfam.
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depletion experiments overlap, we also list the total num-
bers of distinct putative ncRNAs from all three depletion
experiments.

Screening against known genes and ncRNAs
This part of analysis aims to filter out the predicted ncRNA
candidates that match annotated genes in TAIR8 (the
most up-to-date annotation of Arabidopsis), as well as
known ncRNAs contained in public databases such as
miRBase and EMBL. The remaining predictions are then
classified using the INFERNAL software with Rfam models
to see if they belong to any known ncRNA families.

Matching the predictions to TAIR8 annotations
The tiling array experiments used in group I and group II
results were based on the genomic sequence and annota-
tions of TAIR3 and TAIR6, respectively. However, the Ara-
bidopsis genome has been updated and re-annotated since
then. Thus, our predicted ncRNAs were matched to the lat-
est version of the Arabidopsis genome annotation (TAIR8
[21]) to confirm their existence on the genome and
exclude the genes that been annotated since the old ver-
sions.

For group I, 165 among the 179 predicted ncRNAs were
found to exist (exactly) in the new version of the genome,
among which 37 are still located in intergenic regions. The
predictions that overlap with annotated genes were
checked in detail. 60 sequences located on the same
strand as their matching annotations include 11 tRNAs, 2
rRNAs, 1 ncRNA, 4 misc_RNAs, 1 CDS, 1 mRNA (the pre-
dicted sequence overlaps after the last CDS segment), and
40 misc_features (including 35 transposable element
genes and 5 pseudogenes). Since the predicted sequence
that overlaps with a known CDS only overlaps at its end
positions, it was not excluded here but analyzed later on
in the wet-bench experiments (named SEQ5a). Thus, a
total of 38 putative ncRNAs are kept and passed on to the
next filtration step.

For group II, among the 100 predicted segments, 25 were
found to overlap with current annotations in TAIR8, in
which 13 are located on the same strand including 6
tRNAs and 7 misc_features (more specifically, transposa-
ble elements). These sequences were thus eliminated.

Matching the predictions to known ncRNA databases
Two public databases of ncRNAs were used to exclude
known ncRNAs from our predictions. One is miRBase,
which contains published miRNA sequences and annota-
tions [22,23]. Its ath.gff file containing chromosomal
coordinates of Arabidopsis microRNAs with version 11.0
and update date of April 11, 2008 was downloaded and
applied. The other ncRNA database was obtained from
EMBL [25]. After downloading its Rel. 83, Version 37 of

the Arabidopsis genome annotation, all tRNAs annotated
by tRNAScan-SE-1.23 and ncRNAs annotated by
rfam_scan.pl were extracted. Our prediction results were
screened against these known ncRNAs. Among the 38
remaining candidates in group I, 4 were found in the
EMBL database, including 3 snRNAs and 1 SRP_RNA.
Among the 75 candidates in group II, 7 were found in the
EMBL database, including 5 snRNAs and 2 SRP_RNAs.
None of our predictions were found in miRBase. The 4+7
sequences are deemed as known ncRNAs and removed
from further consideration. In addition, we have also
compared our result against the recently found mRNA-
like non-coding RNAs (mlncRNAs) in Arabidopsis [26].
None of our predictions match the mlncRNAs.

Classifying the putative ncRNAs using Rfam
For the predicted ncRNAs that survived in the last two
steps of filtration, the INFERNAL software package [27]
(version 0.72) was used to classify them into families
according to the Rfam database [8]. All the 607 families in
version 8.1 of Rfam were applied to set up the models.

Among the 34 remaining sequences in group I, INFERNAL
predicted 4 5s-rRNAs, 3 microRNAs, 2 snRNAs (more spe-
cifically, spliceosomal RNAs), and 2 Group II catalytic
introns. As we are interested in novel ncRNAs, the 23 pre-
dictions that were not classified by INFERNAL into any
Rfam families were kept. However, it should also be noted
that these classification results do not have wet-bench
experimental support and may thus be erroneous. There-
fore, we analyzed the classified predictions in detail and
selected 4 more sequences that unlikely belong to known
ncRNA families (2 Group II catalytic introns and 2 micro-
RNAs) for further analysis. This resulted in a total of 27
candidates for novel ncRNAs.

For group II, a total of 46 predictions were classified into
known Rfam families. Including 33 rRNAs, 11 spliceo-
somal snRNAs, 1 CD-box snoRNA, and 1 SRP_RNA, leav-
ing us with 22 candidates for novel ncRNAs for further
analysis.

The above novel ncRNA candidates are listed in Tables 3
and 4. In the tables, the sequences are named with suffixes
a/b if they have sequence similarity at least 90%, or suf-
fixes W/C if they are located on the opposite strands of the
same locus.

Experimental validation
To confirm that the loci containing the above candidate
novel ncRNAs in group I are actually transcribed into
polyadenylated RNAs, we detected RNAs from these loci
by reverse-transcription PCR. Total RNA was isolated from
inflorescence tissue and subjected to reverse transcription
(RT) using oligo dT primers. PCR was carried out on the
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RT or control reactions using gene specific primers corre-
sponding to the 19 loci in Table 3 that were predicted to
be transcribed in only one direction. Indeed, RNA was
detected at each of the loci. (See Fig. 1A). Notice that,
some of the sequences (i.e., SEQ5a and SEQ5b; SEQ6a
and SEQ6b; SEQ7a and SEQ7b; SEQ8a and SEQ8b;
SEQ18a and SEQ18b) are so similar that they cannot be
distinguished in the experiment. Additionally, there are
sequences (SEQ5(a,b) with SEQ6(a,b)) that located in the
same intergenic region with short gaps, the PCR experi-
ments are also conducted on their combined sequences.
Four other loci were predicted to generate RNAs in both
directions. We tested for RNAs from both directions by
using strand-specific primers in the RT reactions followed
by PCR. One of the four loci (SEQ10W/C) gave rise to
RNAs from both strands while the other three produced
RNAs only from one strand (Fig. 1B, also marked in Table
3). Thus, the transcription of 24 of the above novel ncRNA
candidates are experimentally verified. However, as our
RT-PCR experiments were only based on the inflorescence
tissue, the 3 RNAs that were not expressed in the experi-
ments still have the possibility to be expressed in other tis-
sues.

For the novel ncRNA candidates from group II, we were
unable to experimentally verify their expression since we
do not have the means to deplete exosomes.

Comparison with the prediction result from APP
After the genome of Papaya was published, the same com-
putational pipeline was applied on the triplet APP. In
group I, 940 ncRNAs were predicted by our pipeline.
Among the 179 ncRNAs predicted for both ARP and AGP,
153 (85.47%) can be found in the APP result. Moreover,
26 of the 27 novel ncRNAs in Table 3 (96.30%) were
found in the APP result, except for SEQ13. In group II, 706
RNAs were predicted by our pipeline for APP. Among the
100 ncRNAs predicted for both ARP and AGP, 89
(89.00%) can be found in the APP result. Similarly, 21
(95.45%) of the 22 novel ncRNA candidates in Table 4
were found in the the APP result, except for SEQ22C. This
high level of containment is consistent with the fact that
papaya is evolutionarily the closest to Arabidopsis among
the four plant genomes, and our candidates for novel
ncRNAs are conserved in all five plant genomes.

Table 3: Detailed information of the novel ncRNA candidates in group I.

Genome Location
Name Chr. Intergenic Region Start End Strand Len.

SEQ1 1 AT1G28750–AT1G28770 10091146 10091292 W 147
SEQ2 1 AT1G30972–AT1G30974 11046502 11046670 W 169
SEQ3‡ 1 AT1G43620–AT1G43630 16433517 16433593 W 77
SEQ4 1 AT1G54890–AT1G54905 20470604 20470753 C 150
SEQ5a† 2 AT2G01020–AT2G01022 6084 6646 C 563
SEQ6a† 2 AT2G01020–AT2G01022 6708 7257 C 550
SEQ7a#,† 2 AT2G01020–AT2G01022 7288 8699 C 1412
SEQ8a† 2 AT2G01020–AT2G01022 8889 9367 C 479
SEQ9W 2 AT2G07590–AT2G07600 3187035 3187217 W 183
SEQ9C*,# 2 AT2G07590–AT2G07600 3187035 3187217 C 183
SEQ10W 2 AT2G07689–AT2G07691 3338151 3338560 W 410
SEQ10C 2 AT2G07689–AT2G07691 3338151 3338560 C 410
SEQ11C 2 AT2G07732–AT2G07733 3469569 3469970 C 402
SEQ11W* 2 AT2G07732–AT2G07733 3469611 3470020 W 410
SEQ12W 2 AT2G09880–AT2G09890 3747858 3748031 W 174
SEQ12C*,‡ 2 AT2G09880–AT2G09890 3747858 3748031 C 174
SEQ13‡ 2 AT2G12420–AT2G12430 5036416 5036560 C 145
SEQ5b† 3 AT3G41979–AT3G42050 14211041 14211603 C 563
SEQ6b† 3 AT3G41979–AT3G42050 14211665 14212214 C 550
SEQ7b#,† 3 AT3G41979–AT3G42050 14212350 14213656 C 1307
SEQ8b† 3 AT3G41979–AT3G42050 14213846 14214324 C 479

SEQ14 3 AT3G42803–AT3G42806 14923566 14923707 W 142

SEQ15 5 AT5G09960–AT5G09970 3111082 3111016 W 67
SEQ16 5 AT5G29805–AT5G29890 11327943 11328007 W 65
SEQ17 5 AT5G32410–AT5G32420 12042758 12042828 C 71
SEQ18a 5 AT5G34358–AT5G34376 12842957 12843077 W 121
SEQ18b 5 AT5G34412–AT5G34431 12885676 12885796 W 121

The three sequences marked by * are not expressed in the bi-directional RT-PCR analysis of the inflorescence tissue. The three sequences marked 
by # may code for proteins. The sequences marked by † were annotated as LSU-rRNA Ath by RepeatMasker. The sequences marked by ‡ were 
annotated as LTR by RepeatMasker. The sequences marked by  were annotated as DNA transposons by RepeatMasker.

[
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Further analysis
After experimentally verifying the expression of the novel
ncRNA candidates (in group I), we studied the possibility
that some of these genes actually code for proteins. We
also checked if these genes contain small RNAs or are
repeats or transposons.

Protein coding potential
To make sure that our predicted novel ncRNAs do not
code for proteins, we analyzed the protein-coding poten-
tial for each of the novel ncRNA candidates.

First, the novel ncRNA candidates were screened by NCBI
ORF Finder [28] to detect possible ORFs. Some candidates
were predicted to contain one or more ORFs. The ORFs
whose lengths are less than 100 nt were ignored. Then all
the ORFs were searched for homologs using BLASTP
against the non-redundant protein sequence database
(nr) at NCBI. We also examined how the nucleotide sub-
stitution rate varies among the positions within a codon
in the ORFs. This information could be used to discrimi-
nate protein coding and non-coding sequences. For our
purpose, the null hypothesis is that conservation of a
nucleotide in an ncRNA is independent of the reading
frame, i.e., the substitution rate has a uniform distribution
across all positions within a codon.

The above analysis classified the candidates into three
types. Type I sequences have no ORFs, and are thus most
likely non-coding. Type II sequences have ORFs and

match some known proteins with e-value less than 10-6.
For this type, we further looked at the results of BLASTP
and checked whether their matches to known proteins are
exact or partial. Type III sequences have ORFs, but they
have no homologs in the protein database nr, or have
only homologs with unknown or hypothetical proteins.
For each sequence of the last type, we determined its pro-
tein coding potential by checking the nucleotide substitu-
tion rate at each of the three positions within a codon as
follows. First, we search for the sequence in the other four
plant genomes using TBLASTX. The e-value cutoff was set
as 10-6. Then the ORFs conserved in at least 3 other plants
were retrieved and a multiple alignment was constructed.
To estimate the significance of deviation from the above
null hypothesis, we calculated the G-statistics [16,29] of
the three sets of columns of the aligned ORFs (corre-
sponding to the three positions within a codon).

Among the 27 novel ncRNA candidates in group I, 11
belong to Type I, 3 belong to Type II, and the other 13
belong to Type III. For the three Type II candidates, an
ORF of SEQ7(a,b) was found to match a transcription fac-
tor in Brugia malayi nearly over its entire length with e-
value 10-22, but the protein has not been verified by exper-
iments. An ORF of SEQ9C was found to match the protein
Ycf1 in Cercidiphyllum japonicum with e-value 10-20, which
makes SEQ9C most likely a protein-coding gene. These
three sequences will be excluded from our final candidate
set. The G-statistic scores of the 13 Type III candidates are
all below 5.99. Since scores greater than 5.99 indicate sig-

Table 4: Detailed information of the novel ncRNA candidates in group II. The legends have the same meaning of those in Table 3.

Genome Location
Name Chr. Intergenic Region Start End Strand Len.

SEQ19a‡ 3 At3g33055–At3g33058 13598866 13598930 W 65
SEQ19b‡ 3 At3g33055–At3g33058 13601377 13601440 W 64
SEQ20a† 3 At3g41979–At3g42050 14213822 14214274 C 453
SEQ20b† 3 At3g41979–At3g42050 14213822 14214274 W 453
SEQ21 5 At5g29805–At5g29890 11327943 11328007 W 65
SEQ22C‡ 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12828009 12828088 C 80
SEQ22W 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12828009 12828088 W 80
SEQ23aC‡ 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12833485 12833557 C 73
SEQ23aW 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12833485 12833557 W 73
SEQ23bC‡ 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12834229 12834301 C 73
SEQ23bW 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12834229 12834301 W 73
SEQ24a‡ 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12836733 12836797 C 65
SEQ23c‡ 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12841209 12841281 C 73
SEQ23dC‡ 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12841964 12842030 C 67
SEQ23dW 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12841964 12842030 W 67
SEQ25a 5 At5g34358–At5g34376 12842908 12843077 W 170
SEQ24b‡ 5 At5g34412–At5g34431 12875464 12875528 C 65
SEQ24c‡ 5 At5g34412–At5g34431 12879452 12879516 C 65
SEQ23e‡ 5 At5g34412–At5g34431 12882930 12882999 C 70
SEQ23fC‡ 5 At5g34412–At5g34431 12883928 12884000 C 73
SEQ23fW 5 At5g34412–At5g34431 12883928 12884000 W 73
SEQ25b 5 At5g34412–At5g34431 12885627 12885796 W 170
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RT-PCR analysis of the novel ncRNA candidates in group IFigure 1
RT-PCR analysis of the novel ncRNA candidates in group I. (A) ncRNAs predicted to be transcribed in only one direc-
tion. Reverse transcription was performed using Oligo dT primers. 1: SEQ1; 2: SEQ2; 3: SEQ3; 4: SEQ4; 5: SEQ13; 6: SEQ5a or 
SEQ5b; 7: SEQ6a or SEQ6b; 8: SEQ7a or SEQ7b; 9: SEQ8a or SEQ8b; 10: SEQ5a combined with SEQ6a or SEQ5b combined 
with SEQ6b; 11: SEQ14; 12: SEQ15; 13: SEQ16; 14: SEQ17; 15: SEQ18a or SEQ18b. (B) ncRNAs predicted to be transcribed in 
both directions. Reverse transcription was performed using primers complement to the predicted ncRNAs. Here, -RT denotes 
negative control.
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nificant deviation from the null hypothesis at the 0.05
confidence level with 2 degrees of freedom, we have not
observed significant variation of nucleotide substitution
rate across the three positions within a codon. Therefore,
except for 3 candidates, 24 candidates in group I are likely
non-coding.

Similar analysis was performed on the 22 group II candi-
dates. Only one sequence was predicted to have an ORF.
But, as this ORF is not conserved in other plant genomes,
all the 22 ncRNAs are considered as non-coding.

Containment of small RNAs
As the first attempt to explore the functionality of our pre-
dicted ncRNAs, we also examined the presence of known
small RNAs matching to the predicted sequences. The file
smallRNA_sequences. fasta from the ASRP database [30]
containing all the small RNA sequences (totally 206077
small RNAs) was downloaded and used as the reference
database. The occurrence numbers of the exact nucleotide
sequences of the small RNAs in our predicted ncRNA seg-
ments were recorded.

For group I, among the novel ncRNA candidates listed in
Table 3, four contain no known small RNAs at all (SEQ1,
SEQ9W, SEQ9C, and SEQ14). On the other hand, eight
candidates contain hundreds of small RNAs (i.e. SEQ(5–
8)(a,b)). The numbers of small RNAs contained in the
other 15 candidates vary between 1 and 46. For group II,
two candidates (i.e., SEQ20(a,b)) listed in Table 4 contain
784 small RNAs on both strands. The other 20 candidates
contain small RNAs between 33 to 134 each.

Identification of repeats and transposons
We also checked whether the novel ncRNA candidates
could represent repeats in the Arabidopsis genome. A gene
is defined to have repeats if it has more than 5 homolo-
gous segments including itself on the genome with
sequence identities more than 70%. Among the 27 candi-
dates in group I, 6 have repeats (SEQ3, SEQ13, SEQ16,
SEQ17, and SEQ18(a,b)). 18 of the group II candidates
have repeats (except for SEQ20(a,b), SEQ25(a,b)).

RepeatMasker is used to check if our novel ncRNA candi-
dates could be transposons. The parameters used are:
WUBlast search engine, default Speed/Sensitivity, with
Arabidopsis DNA source. For group I, 3 of the 27 candi-
dates were found to match Retroelements (LTR elements)
and another was found to match a DNA transposon.
Moreover, the sequences of SEQ(5–8)(a,b) were found to
be rRNAs by RepeatMasker. Recall that the same
sequences were also found to contain many small RNAs in
the previous step. Among the 22 novel ncRNA candidates
in group II, 12 matched LTR elements. The 2 sequences
(i.e. SEQ20(a,b)) that are rich in small RNAs also matched

rRNAs. The above matched sequences are marked in
Tables 3 and 4. These marked sequences are excluded
from the final prediction result.

Discussion
A few of the predicted novel ncRNA loci were found to
contain numerous small RNAs. It is very likely that the
candidate novel ncRNAs at these loci are precursors to
endogenous small RNAs. The small RNAs are most likely
endogenous siRNAs as opposed to microRNAs since there
are multiple small RNAs located on both strands of the
loci. Endogenous siRNAs are known to cause local tran-
scriptional gene silencing through DNA or histone meth-
ylation, Therefore, one role of these ncRNA loci could be
to define local heterochromatin to affect nearby gene
expression or to prevent transcriptional read-through
from nearby genes.

There are a number of predicted novel ncRNA loci that are
unlikely to be transposable elements or to generate small
RNAs. These loci likely contain ncRNAs with novel bio-
logical functions, and will be further studied in the future.
Known ncRNAs have been shown to act in numerous cel-
lular processes, such as chromatin modifications, tran-
scription, RNA processing, RNA modifications,
translation, and regulation of gene expression at the post-
transcriptional levels. Therefore, the predicted ncRNAs
can potentially act in any of these or other processes. The
temporal and spatial expression patterns of these genes
and the analysis of T-DNA insertion mutants in them may
provide hints to their biological functions.

Conclusion
We have conducted a de novo computational prediction
of novel ncRNAs in the whole genome of Arabidopsis. The
prediction results were validated and refined using wet-
bench experiments and various public databases and
analysis tools with stringent criteria. Finally, for group I
data, 13 novel ncRNAs were identified, which can be
divided into 12 clusters where each cluster contains
sequences with similarity of more than 90% and can be
viewed as a gene family. Similarly, for group II data, 8
novel ncRNAs were identified that form 4 gene clusters.
That is, a total of 21 loci were predicted to contain 16 fam-
ilies of novel ncRNA genes.

Materials and methods
Data sources
To obtain reliable ncRNA predictions, we used two high-
resolution genome tiling arrays on Arabidopsis and four
other completely sequenced plant genomes. The data
sources are described below.
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Expressed intergenic regions of Arabidopsis
Yamada et al. [3] produced high-density oligonucleotide
arrays for the entire genome of Arabidopsis. According to
their Gene Expression Omnibus analysis, two categories
of data were adopted in our research, namely Expression
of Integenic Clusters and Expression in Intergenic
Regions. Intergenic clusters are novel (unannotated)
genes detected by aligning Arabidopsis cDNAs/ESTs to the
Arabidopsis genome. Intergenic regions are regions con-
taining neither annotated genes nor intergenic clusters.

Considering that the intergenic clusters may also contain
RNA genes, we took both kinds of expression regions into
consideration.

In addition to this tiling array data, we also adopted
another high-resolution genome tiling array data pub-
lished recently by Chekanova et al. [20]. Many new tran-
scripts of Arabidopsis were revealed by depleting the
subunits of exosome substrates, RRP4, RRP41 and CSL4,
respectively. Thus, numerous mRNAs, miRNAs and other

Flowchart of the computational prediction pipelineFigure 2
Flowchart of the computational prediction pipeline. In the flowchart, a rectangle represents an action and an oval rep-
resents a dataset.
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types of ncRNAs were implicated. The paper provides a list
of regions where novel ncRNAs may reside. Many regions
are quite short, and some of them are located near each
other.

We extracted these candidate ncRNA regions and concate-
nated those that are located in the same intergenic region
to form the second tiling array data.

Intergenic regions of the other plant genomes
• Rice The International Rice Genome Sequencing Project
was completed in 2002 [31]. The intergenic region
sequences were downloaded from annotation version 5.0
[32], including all the 12 chromosomes.

• Poplar The draft genome of poplar was reported in 2006
[33]. The poplar genome consists 19 chromosomes,
which is four times larger than the genome of Arabidopsis.
We eliminated the annotated gene regions from the pop-
lar genome release 1.1 and used the remaining regions of
the genome for homology search.

• Grape A high-quality draft of the genome sequence of
grape was released in 2007 [34]. According to the annota-
tion v1, we extracted intergenic sequences by exluding the
regions annotated as genes, mRNAs, CDSs or UTRs from
the whole genome.

• Papaya Recently, Ming et al. published a draft genome
of the transgenic tropical fruit tree papaya [35]. We got the
genome data from the authors, including the scaffolds
and predicted gene positions for all nine pairs of chromo-
somes. Similarly, we obtained intergenic regions by
removing annotated gene sequences. For the scaffolds that
have no annotation, we simply used their entire
sequences.

RT-PCR methods
Total RNA was extracted with Tri-reagent (Molecular
research center) from inflorescences followed by DNase I
(Promega) treatment. Reverse transcription was per-
formed with Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitro-
gen) using oligo dT primer or primers complementary to
the predicted ncRNAs. After reverse transcription, PCR
reactions were performed using ncRNA specific primers,
and PCR products were separated on a 3.2% agarose gel
and visualized by ethidium bromide staining.

Computational prediction pipeline
As mentioned in the Results section, the five plant
genomes were grouped into three triplets, ARP, AGP and
APP. Each triplet consists of expressed intergenic
sequences of Arabidopsis and intergenic sequences of two
other genomes. Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of the computa-

tional prediction procedure for a triplet. The key steps of
the pipeline are explained below.

Construction of conserved blocks
The pipeline starts from the transcribed non-coding
regions of Arabidopsis as given in the tiling array data, and
attempts to find their counterparts in each of the other
two genomes by using BLASTN. The e-value cutoff is set to
0.01. This cutoff is not stringent. The reason we set a rela-
tively low criterion on sequence conservation is based on
the consideration that ncRNAs are not very well conserved
in sequence although they tend to be more conserved in
secondary structure. Moreover, Zhang et al. conducted
some controlled experiments on human and mouse and
concluded that the e-value cutoff of 0.01 is optimal for
identifying homologs since it provides the greatest separa-
tion between real homologs and negative controls [5]. 

Two sets of HSPs are obtained from the BLASTN search,
namely HSPs of Arabidopsis & genome I and HSPs of Ara-
bidopsis & genome II. These HSPs are combined to form
blocks as follows. If an HSP from Arabidopsis & genome I
overlaps with another HSP of Arabidopsis & genome II on
the Arabidopsis genome, they are combined into a 3-
sequence alignment in a straightforward way. The result-
ant 3-sequence alignment is called a block.

Obviously, the lengths of the three sequences may be very
different if the two original HSPs overlap by a small frac-
tion. Since the Arabidopsis sequence in such a 3-sequence
alignment is usually the longest, we extend the other two
sequences to the length of the Arabidopsis sequence. More-
over, some of the HSPs could be very short. Blocks con-
structed from these HSPs might not provide any signals
since they are too short to predict an entire RNA secondary
structure. Therefore, we perform a second step of exten-
sion. Basically, each sequence in a block could be
extended on both sides by up to 50 nucleotides according
to our statistics on the average length of ncRNAs in Rfam.
It should be noted that, not every sequence can be
extended as long as we wish because the extension may
get into known genes or reach the end of a chromosome
or scaffold. To ensure high-quality blocks that contain
sequences with approximately equal lengths, we calculate
the minimum number of nucleotides on each side of the
block by which every sequences could be extended, and
do the extension accordingly. Therefore, the involved Ara-
bidopsis sequence could actually be truncated rather than
extended in this case.

Both original and extended blocks are considered in the
subsequent steps of our pipeline. If a consistent classifica-
tion is obtained by RNAz on both the original and
extended blocks (the extended one contains the original
one), we use the extended one for further analysis.
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Because the input multiple alignment is crucial to the per-
formance of RNAz, the multiple alignment of the three
sequences in a block is refined by ClustalW [36] before it
is fed to RNAz.

ncRNA prediction
RNAz [37] detects evolutionary conserved and thermody-
namically stable RNA secondary structures in the input
multiple alignment, and uses a support vector machine to
determine whether or not the input multiple alignment
could represent a RNA. It has been demonstrated as a very
efficient tool for identifying candidate ncRNAs with high
sensitivity and specificity [7,38,39].

Because RNAz requires the input alignment to be at most
400 columns, and most of our extended blocks exceed
this threshold, we divide a long alignment of the extended
blocks into overlapping windows of 400 columns each,
with a step size of 50 columns. If a the block contains no
more than 400 columns, the whole block is fed to RNAz.
The perl programs RNAzwindow and RNAzCluster in the
RNAz package are used to process the sliding window
approach.

Using P > 0.5 as the threshold of confidence, RNAz pre-
dicted many ncRNAs in the Arabidopsis genome. When
these predictions overlap, they are combined into one
ncRNA.

Computational assessment of the performance
Sensitivity
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of our pipeline, the
known ncRNAs of Arabidopsis contained in miRBase and
EMBL were used to compose the test dataset. The dataset
contains a total of 1385 ncRNAs, including 184 microR-
NAs from miRBase and 638 tRNAs and 563 ncRNAs from
the EMBL annotation. The sensitivity was estimated for
each step of the pipeline. Among the 1385 ncRNAs, 311
are located in the expressed segments of the tiling array
experiments of Group I. By using BLASTN search against
the intergenic regions of rice, poplar and grape with the e-
value cutoff 10-5, 48, 67 and 52 of the 311 ncRNAs have
HSPs, respectively. Here, the e-value cutoff is purposely
set more stringently than what is used in the pipeline. This
is because an e-value is proportional to the length of the
query sequence and the known ncRNA sequences used
here are much shorter than the intergenic sequences used
in the prediction pipeline. There are 41 ncRNAs conserved
in ARP and 44 ncRNAs conserved in AGP. Among these
ncRNAs, 30 and 29 were predicted as ncRNAs by our pipe-
line for ARP and AGP, respectively. There are 34 ncRNAs
conserved in all four species of ARGP. Among them, 29
are contained in the intersection of the prediction results
for ARP and AGP, giving rise to a sensitivity of 85.29%.

Specificity
To estimate the specificity of our predictions, we adopted
the approach used in similar works on Plasmodium falci-
parum [39] and human [7]. Our estimation was based on
the triplet APP, which involved the largest number of
blocks (multiple alignments). The negative samples were
constructed by randomly shuffling the columns in the
multiple alignments that were predicted as ncRNAs by
RNAz. In the shuffling method, two shuffled columns are
required to have strictly the same degree of conservation.
That is, the mean pairwise identity (MPI) of each column
is calculated and only columns of the same MPI value are
swaped [39]. Using the cutoff P > 0.5, these randomly
shuffled data gave rise a false discovery rate of 42.39%.
This rate is a bit high partially because of the stringent
requirement on conversation in the shuffled columns and
also (perhaps more importantly) the fact that many differ-
ent blocks may cover a same locus on Arabidopsis. Observe
that the above false positive rate does not take into
account of the many further analysis steps that we per-
formed after RNAz prediction. Thus, the false positive rate
in our final prediction result of novel ncRNAs is likely to
be much lower.
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